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1. Although the complex of first degree curves, that is, the rectilinear

complex, has been thoroughly investigated, very little exists in the literature

concerning the space complex of curves of the second degree. It is the

purpose of this paper to discuss the linear complex of such curves.

Just what would be a linear complex of curves depends, largely, upon

the algebra used to investigate them. In the following, where the algebra

of quaternions is used, I have called a complex of curves linear when the

essential constants of the curve are each a nonhomogeneous linear function

of three independent parameters. This may not, perhaps, be what would

be designated as the most general linear system under another algebra.

Any conic in space may be represented as the intersection of a right

circular cone and a plane. Such a conic is specified by eight essential

scalar constants, three for the plane of the conic, and five for the conic

upon it. If these are all functions of three independent parameters, we shall

call the system a complex of conies. If the eight constants are linear

functions of the three parameters, we shall call the system a linear complex

of conies. In the following discussion of the linear complex, the algebra

used is quaternions with its usual Hamiltonian symbols.

2. If « is the vector from the origin to the vertex of the light circular

cone, Uu the direction of the axis of the cone, cos^1e the vertical semi-

angle, y the normal vector from the origin upon the plane of the conic,

and q a variable vector from the origin to any point on the conic, then

the conic is represented by the equations

$8«(p — to) — es«2(p — a)* = 0       (the generating cone),

Syç —1 = 0     (the plane of the conic).

The eight essential scalar constants of the conic (1) are involved in the

three vector constants, to, y, and Ua, three each for the vectors w and r

and two for the unit vector Ua. These are to be linear functions of three

scalar parameters. Let us take for the parameters the components of w

along any three noncoplanar directions.   We may then replace the three
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scalar parameters by the single vector parameter w. Hence, for a linear

complex as defined above,
(2) u =  Ba> + X,

where 6 and y are linear vector operators and X and r¡ are constant vectors.

3. For a given y, equations (2) show that both « and « are determined.

A. Upon each plane in space there is one and only one conic of the complex.

When the conic passes through a point q0, equations (1) give two con-

ditions upon w.   Since » is equivalent to three scalar parameters,

B. There is a single infinity of conies of the complex through every point

in space.

If qo is a point in space, the values of y corresponding to the conies

through Qo satisfy

s* [e f-1 ir -1.) + A] [Qo - y-1 (r - *)]

(3) -e2[ef-i{y-r¡) + i]1 [po-y1 (y-*)]■= 0,

Sqoï — 1= 0,

obtained by substituting for w in terms of y in equations (1) and putting

Q = q0.   This is evidently the tangential equation of the cone enveloped

by the planes of the conies that pass through the point q0 .   It is a cone

of class four.

If we eliminate w from

S'iea + i)^ — _) — e2(e «'+/)* (0o — »)* = 0,

Us S{<pm-\-1])qo—1 = 0,

w s2{eco-\-X){Q — m) — e2{eo)-\-i)2{ç — o})2 = o,

S{9m + y)Q-l = 0,

obtained by substituting (2) in (1), and writing the condition that the conic

passes through q0, we have a surface upon which lie all the conies of the

complex that pass through the point q0 .

C. Associated with every point in space there is a surface and a cone

such that the tangent planes to the cone intersect the surface in the conies

of the complex that pass through the point.

The equation of any line in space passing through the point ß and

parallel to the vector ô is

(5) Q = ß + xa.

If the plane of the conic (1) contains this line, then ß is a vector from

the origin to a point on this plane, and â is a vector lying in the plane,

and we have

(6) Syß—1 = 0,        Syô = 0.
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The line intersects the cone (1) in points corresponding to the roots of

xs8d[aSa — e?a']ó — 2xSi/3— u)[aSa — e*a*]ô

^ +Siß—a>)[aSa — eta*]i/i—cu) = 0.

If the line is tangent to the cone the roots of (7) must be equal.   Hence

&(ß-w)[aSa — e?a*]d

— Sd[aSa — e*a*]dSiß— m)[aSa— e2«8] (0 — ») = 0.

If the line (5) is tangent to the conic then equations (6) and (8) are satis-

fied and solving gives six values for a.

D.   Every straight line in space is touched by six conies of the complex.

4. In as much as the vector o> is at once the parameter of the complex

and the vertex of the generating cone, and therefore every conic of the

complex corresponds to a certain position of that vertex, we shall call the

point w the generating point, and shall speak of the corresponding conic

as being generated by the generating point.

If the plane of the conic passes through its generating point, the conic

will obviously be a line pair, since the plane contains the vertex of the

cone, and this is the only case of such degeneracy. In order that the

plane of the conic contain its generating point we must have

(9) Syw — 1 = 0.

If in this equation we substitute for y its value in terms of &> from

equations (2), we will obtain an expression in &> which is the locus of the

centers of all the degenerate conies of the complex. If, on the other hand,

we substitute in this equation for w its value in terms of y from equations (2),

we obtain an expression in y which is the envelope of the planes of the

degenerate conies of the complex. We will call these two surfaces the first

and second singular surfaces respectively. Their expressions, as given

below, show them to be quadrics:

(the first singular quadric;

Scu(f>w-\-8u)j¡ —1=0    point equation of locus of centers of

degenerate conies):
(10) ,

(the second singular quadric;

S y y-1 y — S y f11\ —1 = 0    tangential equation of surface enveloped

by planes of degenerate conies).

Note that the two singular quadrics have parallel axes.
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E. The centers of the degenerate conies of the complex lie upon a quadric

surface, and tJieir planes envelope another quadric surface. These are the

first and second singular quadrics.

5. The equations (1) will represent any conic through the point q0 that

belongs to the complex if w satisfies

& (6 « + X) (q0 — a) — e* (0 o> + I)* (Co - «•)" = 0,

£(sp»-f«/)ço —1 = 0,

obtained by substituting (2) in (1) and putting q = q0 . It is at once

evident that this is a plane quartic curve which is the locus of the

generating points corresponding to all conies through the point q0.

F. Associated with every point in space there is a plane quartic curve such

that when the generating point describes the curve, the corresponding conies

pass through the point.   We will call this the generating quartic of the point.

G. The conies through a given point are in one to one correspondence

with the points of the generating quartic of the given point.

The generating points of the degenerate conies of the complex that pass

through a point lie both upon the generating quartic of the point and

upon the first singular quadric.

H. Through every point in space pass eight degenerate conies of the complex.

6. Let the plane of the generating quartic of the point q0 be

(12) SSq — 1 = 0.

Then, since « is a vector to the quartic, we have also SÇa — 1 =0.

Writing the equation of the plane (11) in the form

(13) 8»     *'»     -1 = 0,
1—¿>ç ç0

where y' is the conjugate of f, comparison shows that

<"> 5 - Ä/
from which

(15) Qo =        ^
l+SSf-'ti

Evidently there is a one to one linear correspondence between point

(coordinate q0) and plane (coordinate £) and we will call the plane of the

generating quartic of a point its polar plane; and the point the pole of

the plane of its generating quartic with respect to the complex:
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(polar plane of point q0

with respect to the complex);

(pole of the plane SÇq — 1 = 0
with respect to the complex).

The names "pole" and "polar" as used above for point and plane are

justified by the similarity between the behavior of this point and plane

and that of the pole and polar of a quadric. By means of (16) it can be

readily shown that

I. When a point describes a line its polar plane with respect to the complex

rotates about another line;

J. When a plane rotates about a line its pole with respect to the complex

describes another line.

7. Let us now consider what will be the loci of the poles that lie upon

their polar planes and also of the planes that contain their poles. If the

point go lies upon its polar plane (16) we have, putting q = q0 in the first

equation of (16),

(17) SQoVQo + SyQo— 1  = 0.

Comparison of this with equations (10) shows that it is the first singular

quadric.

K. The locus of the points that lie upon their polar planes is the first

singxdar quadric.

Again if the plane S'iq — 1 = 0 contains its pole (16), then substituting

q = (y'_1?)/(l +/SV/-1?) in this equation we get

(18) SÇy-1^ — SÇy-ifi-l = 0,

which is evidently the second singular quadric.

L. The envelope of tJie planes that contain their idoles is the second

singular quadric.

8. It is to be noted that, although the machinery used in this work

is metric, yet the results are essentially protective. Moreover, it is evident

that the Theorems A, B, C, D and H are independent of the method used

to designate the conic (that is, the circular cone and the plane) while

Theorems  I, J, K, L  are called into prominence by this construction.
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